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The Evolution of Finance In Your Industry: Diverse Perspectives 
From Across The US

Monday, April 25th |  3:30 PM 

Join us for networking roundtables based on your industry. Participants will be diving into groups of 
up to 15 like-industry peers to benchmark, make connections, and get ideas for your specific 
organization.

Free flowing conversation will follow, with one moderator taking notes in the room to share key 
summaries with all attendees at the end. This is networking at its finest- you get the best of your  
industry, at the best of our events.

Monday, April 25th |  4:20 PM 

What's Changing: An Attempt To Trace The Future Trajectory For 
The Office Of The CFO

Another networking roundtable where key participants would be distributed in groups based on 
certain themes that interest them the most. Groups will have a moderated discussion in numbers not 
exceeding 15, about the changes in the office of the CFO in the last 24 months, and also how that has 
led to a permanent change in how finance practitioners operate. 

Don't miss this conversation if you want to stay abreast with all thing A/R, treasury and accounting.

Leveraging dotONE Performance To Measure The Success Of An 
A/R Transformation Project

Every organization over the past two years has undergone some sort of transformation, large or small. 
No one can afford to stay stagnant  with CFOs keenly observing every decision being made by their 
next level leaders. How can you convince your CFO that your transformation project is indeed a 
necessary one and that they must consider expanding the scope of automation within the A/R 
department?

Tuesday, April 26th |  9:15 AM 

Get Expert Advice on the 
Priorities of the New Economy

Keynotes & Roundtables

Roundtable

Roundtable

Keynote

Find out as our speaker shares a value realization framework and 
performance pillars for evaluating the success of an automation 
solution post-deployment.



Finance Transformation How-To: Continuing Finance 
Transformation Projects Despite Severe Cash Fluctuation

Tuesday, April 26th |  10:00 AM 

In the first few months of the COVID pandemic, cash preservation was the go-to strategy for finance 
leaders across the US. Despite budget cuts and heavy scrutiny of every approved project, however, 
digital transformation adoption saw an increase, with 69% of finance executives admitting to signing 
off on one during the first few months of 2020.

Keynotes & Roundtables

The Future Of Enterprise Finance Software

Tuesday, April 26th |  1:30 PM 

Finance and technology leaders, CFOs, CIOs and Heads of GBS and Shared Services are all looking 
towards technology as a means for delivering business results and outcomes. In this session, learn 
how HighRadius is evolving its technology platform over the next few years to enable finance teams 
to do more with the latest in Machine Learning, AI, and RPA without creating a burden on internal IT 
resources or raising an army of data scientists. 

 The key points of discussion include:

● Introduction to Autonomous Software that would make humans and 
machines working together a reality in the office of the CFO

● Sneak-peek into how technology in finance will grow in the next few 
years with specific use cases showing how HighRadius products will 
lead the charge

● Deep-dive into the HighRadius dotONE vision across three pillars of 
culture, innovation and growth, and how it could apply to your 
organization. 

Digital, it is clear, is a must for long-term sustainability and cash 
excellence. Despite a fluctuating economy, finance leaders have 
identified the need for a strategy that enables business process 
improvements and automation to ride out any uncertainty. In this 
session, our panel of experts will share crucial strategies for long-term 
financial success. 

Keynote

Keynote



Keynotes & Roundtables

CFO Priorities In The New Normal And How Finance Departments 
Must Adapt 
In this fireside chat, Fortune 500 CFOs will reveal their primary focus areas for 2022 and beyond and 
how those areas will deliver the next-level of value to all stakeholders.  A must-attend for all finance 
department leaders, hear answers to the following questions: 

Wednesday, April 27th |  9:45 AM 

Wednesday, April 27th |  8:40 AM 

Diversity, Equity, And Inclusion In Finance Leadership
Organizations often consider embracing inclusion, equity, and diversity as moral obligations. 
However, according to a 2020 McKinsey report, the business case for it as a source of competitive 
advantage is growing stronger. Having a gender and ethnically diverse leadership and workforce 
drives dollars to the bottom line, expands customer base and revenue streams, and produces 
tangible financial outcomes. To say nothing of the cultural and personal benefits. 

This panel will address:

● How leaders are recruiting and developing diverse talent to address 
unique problem sets, create operational efficiencies and stay ahead of 
an increasingly complex financial services ecosystem

● Actionable steps needed to become more inclusive and maximize 
leadership team potential.

● Future of Work post COVID: Plan for a different future and opportunities 
for transformation beyond return-to-work

● How do CFOs want their teams to function in 2022? What are the key 
expectations from each department?

● How can department executives and managers step up in the new normal 
to be seen as a strategic contributor in the office of the CFO?

● What are the other business priorities that CFOs would like to focus on, 
beyond just their revenue and pipeline?

Keynote

Keynote



Winners to be announced on

Day 2 | 26th April, 2022

ENQUIRE MORE

Awards that recognize and celebrate the 
transformational financial results achieved across 

industry by embracing HighRadius’ autonomous software 
for the Office of the CFO.

dotONE Automation 
Excellence Award

2022 Award Categories

Awards

dotONE Working Capital 
Impact Award

dotONE Global 
Transformation Award

dotONE End-To-End O2C 
Optimization Award

dotONE Finance 
Visionary Award

dotONE Pioneer 

https://campaign.highradius.com/dotone-pioneers-customer-awards


Experience the ZING

Behind-the-Scenes Tour 
Of Nissan Stadium
Where the Tennessee Titans have played their legendary games
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EXPLORE
AUTONOMOUS
TREASURY

CASH
MANAGEMENT

CASH
FORECASTING

Get  LIVE demos of HighRadius offerings for the office of the CFO

Redefine Your Finance Processes 
With AI-Powered Technology

EXPLORE 
AUTONOMOUS
RECEIVABLES

COLLECTIONSDEDUCTIONSCASH APPEIPPCREDIT

EXPLORE
AUTONOMOUS
ACCOUNTING

FINANCIAL 
CLOSE

ACCOUNT 
RECONCILIATION



Receive Your Custom 
Benchmarking Report  
Curated By Our Value Engineering Experts 

➢ Benchmark your metrics and KPIs (such as collector 
productivity, or credit review SLAs) against industry 
competitors or other teams using HighRadius solutions

➢ Get our recommendations on potential process changes to 
boost your team productivity or impact business indicators 
such as DSO and bad-debt

➢ Receive full report of your KPIs captured using the Order to 
Cash Value Management Framework we've developed 
from our experience across 900+ transformation projects

➢ Learn about the A/R digital transformation roadmap and 
numbers-driven business case that you can take back for 
your CF

GET YOUR

REPORT

How to Register:

Complete your registration on 
radiance.highradius.com

You will receive an email with the 
option to indicate your interest in 
participating..

Register Now
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